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Julia Hains-Allen
Purdue

Distance from Sun:    92 million milesDistance from Sun:    92 million miles

Diurnal Period:Diurnal Period: 24 hours24 hours

Year length:                 365 daysYear length:                 365 days

Atmosphere:               Nitrogen/OxygenAtmosphere:               Nitrogen/Oxygen

Temperature Night:    61Temperature Night:    6100 FF

Seasons:  Fall, Winter, Spring, SummerSeasons:  Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer

Return to Earth: 4 days

Time from Earth: 4 days

Length of stay: 

5 to 90 days

Julia-Hains Allen

Distance from Earth:    287,000 milesDistance from Earth:    287,000 miles

Night length: Night length: ??--14 days14 days

Year length: Year length: 365 days365 days

Atmosphere:Atmosphere: NoneNone

Temperature Night:      Temperature Night:      -- 279279 oF F 

Seasons:  NoneSeasons:  None









Lunar Plant Research Needs
•• Determine productivity potential of space lifeDetermine productivity potential of space life--

support candidate crop species at 0.17 x g support candidate crop species at 0.17 x g 
compared to 0.38, 1.0 x gcompared to 0.38, 1.0 x g

•• Determine radiation tolerance / shielding Determine radiation tolerance / shielding 
requirements for candidate crop speciesrequirements for candidate crop species

•• Minimize Equivalent System Mass requirements Minimize Equivalent System Mass requirements 
for lunar crop production:for lunar crop production:
-- mass                 mass                 -- coolingcooling
-- volume              volume              -- laborlabor
-- power                power                -- timetime



- M, V, P, C and CT are the mass, volume, power, 
cooling and crewtime needs, respectively, of the 
system of interest.
- Veq, Peq, Ceq, and CTeq are the volume, power, 
cooling and crewtime mass equivalency factors, 
respectively per the mission segment of 
interest.(Used to convert the non-mass parameters 
(V, P, C and CT) to mass equivalencies.
- D is mission segment duration.

-- M, V, P, C and CT are the mass, volume, power, M, V, P, C and CT are the mass, volume, power, 
cooling and crewtime needs, respectively, of the cooling and crewtime needs, respectively, of the 
system of interest.system of interest.
-- VVeqeq, P, Peqeq, C, Ceqeq, and CT, and CTeqeq are the volume, power, are the volume, power, 
cooling and crewtime mass equivalency factors, cooling and crewtime mass equivalency factors, 
respectively per the mission segment of respectively per the mission segment of 
interest.(Used to convert the noninterest.(Used to convert the non--mass parameters mass parameters 
(V, P, C and CT) to mass equivalencies.(V, P, C and CT) to mass equivalencies.
-- D is mission segment duration.D is mission segment duration.

Equivalent System Mass (ESM)Equivalent System Mass (ESM)

Julie Levri NASA/ARC  3/03



In Designing a Lunar Plant-Growth Facility

• Avoid Lunar-surface greenhouses because of…
- extended night duration at many lunar locations  
- ultraviolet deterioration of inflatable films
- occlusion by Lunar dust of covering structures
- puncture risk by high-speed particle impacts
- steep T and P differentials across covering film
- solar wind and space radiation risks

• Consider locating facility…
- beneath lunar regolith bermed over habitat
- within natural lavatubes
- below water shielding





Atmosphere ++++ - +
Ozone + - -
UV-C - ++ +
Geomagnetic Field + - -
Solar Wind - ++ +
GCR + ++++ ++++

Comparisons……



Evolved Lunar BaseEvolved Lunar Base

•• thickthick--walled walled 
““concreteconcrete””
formed fromformed from
lunar regolithlunar regolith



A small “Salad Machine” at the Lunar 
outpost would provide…

• anti-oxidants / vitamins / minerals for crew diets
• aromas / flavors / textures to psychologically 

augment diets with fresh foods
• recreation and stress relief by tending plants
• experience growing salad crops at 0.17 x g
• testing of ISRU for crop culture
• preparation for closed-loop life-support systems 

at Lunar / Mars bases and beyond



Less Occlusion of Primary Reflector
Better Sun Sensor Positioning
Lower Weight





Solar collector and light delivery concept proposed by T. Nakamura et al., Physical Sciences Inc. 2007



LED Lighting               Fl LightingLED Lighting               Fl Lighting



Lightsicle Array
Intracanopy Overhead



Intracanopy LEDsIntracanopy LEDs Overhead LEDsOverhead LEDs

















Targeted 
lighting of 
individual 

tomato fruit 
clusters with 
red and blue 
LED arrays 
while the 

main canopy 
is lit with low 
intensity LED 

light



CARBOHYDRATE TRANSPORT
1. Sucrose is loaded into phloem by active 

transport
2. High solute concentration draws in water by 

osmosis
3. Sucrose is unloaded into sink tissue (e.g. fruit 

or root)
4. Sucrose metabolism in sink tissue is essential 

to the unloading process and for regulating 
the partitioning of sucrose among the many 
sinks in the plant.  

Goal: Enhance the conversion of 
sucrose to starch in edible sink tissues 
by regulating the synthesis and activity 
of AGPase
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WT IP3 WT IP3

WT IP3

IP3  

Reducing InsP3 signaling leads to:
(A) Increased plant biomass
(B) Increased lycopene content in the ripe fruits
(C) Increased drought tolerance 

Vector control WT

A

B

C 3 weeks without water



Transcriptome Profiling 
Evaluating Genome‐wide Effects of Environmental Factors

We hypothesize that the manipulation of lighting 
can optimize efficiency and maximize biomass.

A combination of biological response profiling and 
adaptive engineering technologies will enable fine‐
tuning of ideal environmental parameters.

One approach to evaluate the biological response 
is to examine genome‐wide changes in gene 
expression patterns with gene chip microarrays.

Microarrays contain over 10,000 representative 
genes from the tomato genome.

Understanding how genes are expressed in 
response to variations in the environment can 
drive decisions for environmental engineering.

Sampling plants grown under different lighting 
regimes will provide an increasingly finer focus on 
defining ideal environmental parameters.

1. Expose to a 
series of 
variables

2. Harvest key 
tissues

3. Extract RNA

4. Examine the 
patterns of 
gene 
expression 
among plants

5. Examine the 
patterns of 
gene 
expression 
among tissues

A‐L Paul / R.J. Ferl
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Easier to Assemble and Ship



Anticipated Benefits

• Less energy consumption
• Less heat generation
• Improved fruit quality



Genetic Modification of Plants 
for Increased Production in 

Space

Long Term Project Goals



Genetic and Biochemical 
Analysis of Carbon 

Partitioning
• Carbon partitioning from leaves to fruit and other 

storage organs determines harvest index (HI)

• Increasing HI will lower ESM for crop production

• Increasing HI will reduce inedible biomass 



ADP glucose 
pyrophosphorylase(AGPase)

1. Is a control point for regulating the conversion of 
sucrose to starch.

2. Regulating the synthesis and activity of this enzyme will 
enable us to direct more of the photosynthetically 
produced sugar to edible parts of the plant.

3. This can be accomplished by both genetic manipulation 
and by environmental control.

• We have isolated certain promoters that will 
specifically increase AGPase synthesis in 
tomato fruit.

• We have data that suggest AGPase activity 
may be regulated by light.



Structure of AGPase

• AGPase is a heterotetramer composed of two small (B) and two 
large (S) subunits



Manipulating Signal Transduction Pathways in Tomato
Chris Brown, Terri Lomax, Heike Sederoff NC State UniversityNC State University

Plants are immobile and have to survive constant changes in their 
environment :

light quality, quantity, and direction
changes in the light/dark cycle (clock)
temperature (heat and cold)
water and nutrient availability
gas composition
changes in the gravity vector

Plants sense changes in their physical and biotic environment and respond 
to it with changes in gene expression. 

Signal transduction pathways transmit and amplify the signal and
coordinate the specificity of gene expression changes.

Manipulating signal transduction and amplification pathways results in 
multiple coordinated changes in plant responses to the environment.



QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



Moon Lavatubes

Penny Boston - NMSU



Penny Boston - NMSU

Lunar Lavatubes
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Radiation protectionRadiation protection
Pressure vesselPressure vessel
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